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Jewellery capsule collection designed by 
Frédérique Hutter for Sanni Foundation

Frédérique Hutter designed this jewellery collection 
to benefit the Sanni Foundation which provides 
assistance and a home for forty orphans in Kerala, India. 

Operating in India and Myanmar, the Sanni Foundation
aids children and adolescents by empowering women and
through anti-poverty measures including access to
quality education and healthcare. This jewellery
project enables local residents to work on both
jewellery and textile crafting such as the making of
small pompadour pouches for the capsule collection
made with re-purposed Sari fabrics.

The twenty jewellery pieces were locally produced in 
December 2018, and each is named after a girl living in 
the Village. The girls were styled and photographed for 
the catalogue by Frédérique Hutter.

Frédérique is a Zurich-based gallerist & art dealer and 
a SANNI Foundation ambassador. She is passionate about 
the arts and other creative and aesthetic pursuits.



anjana wearing fathima necklace and sanika bracelet 

lekshmi



sony wearing rejani earings

jincy



archana wearing asna bracelets

ajitha



aneesha wearing anjana bracelet

jyothi



aneesha wearing archana earings and anjana bracelet

rejani



jyothi wearing sandra earings

aneesha



Aswathy wearing asna and teena bracelets

juliet



mariya wearing asna and juliet bracelets

sandra



sandra wearing lekshmi and asna bracelets

archana



mariya wearing anjitha earings

fathima



aswathy wearing asna and teena bracelets

aswathy



ajitha wearing lekshmi and asna bracelets

asna



sandra wearing lekshmi and asna bracelets

dia



lekshmi wearing aswathy earing

sanika



sony wearing jothi necklace and jincy bracelet

sony



fathima wearing lekshmi bracelets

teena



sony wearing aswathy earings

mariya



aswathy wearing aneesha bracelet

anjana



sanika wearing dia earings

gayathri



This project would not have been possible without
the help of many people. We would like to express
our great thanks to:

The models (orphans) living at St. John’s Health Village:
Asna, Lekshmi, Juliet, Sanika, Jincy, Teena, Fathima,
Aneesha, Jyothi, Anjana, Archana, Aswathy, Gayathri,
Mariya, Sandra, Sony, Ajitha.

The jewellery makers: Rejani Agay, Manju, Bindulekha

The tailor: Lathika and her helpful husband Sathyan

Dia Naja, a Geneva-based photographer who did
volunteering for Sanni foundation, photographed the
collection and designed the catalogue.

Ajay for his generous help whenever we needed it

And last but not least…

Fr. Jose Kizhakkedath: director of St. John’s Health
Village and Susanne Schroff, the president of the SANNI
Foundation.



Contact :

Sanni Foundation

Flühgasse 33d

8008 Zürich

Schweiz

Email: info@sanni-foundation.ch

Facebook: www.facebook.com/Sanni.foundation.ch

Instagram: @sanni_foundation


